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s part of a nuclear security summit in 2016, fifty world leaders participated in a crisis simulation of a radiological terrorist attack. According to the scenario, the radiological material was stolen from a hospital and sold via the Dark
Web to a terrorist group that delivered it using a drone against a civilian
target.1 The scenario, while fictional, was firmly rooted in technological developments that present a new range of challenges to preventing non-state actors from
acquiring and using chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN)
weapons.
Drones and the Dark Web are just two examples of increasingly available and
capable emerging technologies such as malware, synthetic biology, 3D printing,
artificial intelligence, robotics, the Internet of Things, autonomous vehicles,
digital currency, nanotechnology, and genome editing.2 The growing integration
of these emerging technologies into our economies and societies led the World
Economic Forum to declare in 2015 that we are witnessing the beginning of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution.3 This new era is characterized by its global scope,
an exponential rate of innovation, and the convergence of the physical, digital,
and biological worlds. The Fourth Industrial Revolution has the potential to
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transform entire systems of production, management, and governance with huge
anticipated gains in productivity and prosperity.
But the Fourth Industrial Revolution also has a dark side: the scientific breakthroughs and new technologies that are fueling this new industrial revolution can
be misused by non-state actors for malign purposes. According to Klaus Schwab,
founder and chairman of the World Economic Forum, “As this process takes
place and new technologies such as autonomous or biological weapons become
easier to use, individuals and small groups will increasingly join states in being
capable of causing mass harm. This new vulnerability will lead to new fears.”4 It
would be far preferable to predict how these emerging technologies could be
misused and take steps to minimize those risks ahead of time rather than to
react after they are used to cause harm on a large scale.
This article will provide a brief overview of five of these technologies and
discuss the ways in which they could be misused by non-state actors. Despite
their fundamental differences, these technologies share seven characteristics
that make them particularly worrisome. These seven characteristics are key to
understanding the factors driving advances in science and technology, the likely
trajectory of these emerging technologies, their assimilation by different segments
of society, and the impact that these technologies can have on the risks posed by
the proliferation of CBRN weapons to non-state actors. The article concludes with
recommendations for how to strengthen international efforts to prevent the misuse
of these emerging technologies by non-state actors.

Five Emerging Technologies of Concern

Among emerging
technologies, ﬁve
warrant special
consideration for
CBRN weapons.

Among emerging technologies, five warrant
special consideration for their potential to
increase the risk of non-state actors acquiring
and using CBRN weapons: drones, the Dark
Web, malware, synthetic biology, and 3D
printing. There are already signs of drones,
the Dark Web, and malware being misused in
ways that increase the risk of CBRN terrorism,
while synthetic biology and 3D printing pose
longer-term risks.

Drones
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), or drones, are no longer so expensive and
sophisticated that their use is restricted to a handful of states. The global market
for commercial and consumer UAVs is expanding rapidly and is expected to
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grow to over US$10 billion a year by 2025.5 The proliferation of these types of
UAVs has been driven in large part by the trillion-dollar smartphone industry,
which pioneered the miniaturization of many of the components now found in
drones: high megapixel cameras, long-lasting lithium batteries, high-precision
GPS units, and the built-in sensors and high-speed processors needed for a reliable
autopilot.6
UAVs provide non-state actors with unprecedented means of gathering intelligence and attacking targets in unconventional ways. They allow insurgents and
terrorist groups to covertly gather intelligence on high-security areas by circumventing ground-based physical defenses, loitering for long periods of time, and providing high-quality imagery that could provide insights into a facility’s layout and
security measures. At least three terrorist groups—Hezbollah, Hamas, and the
Islamic State—have used UAVs to collect intelligence on their adversaries.7
There have already been several cases of anonymous operators using drones to
collect intelligence on sensitive nuclear sites including nuclear reactors in
France and a strategic nuclear weapon facility in the United States.8
A growing number of terrorist groups, including Hezbollah, Hamas, the Islamic
State, and Palestinian Islamic Jihad, have weaponized commercial drones by
turning them into flying improvised explosive devices (IEDs) or equipping them
to drop small explosive munitions.9 The Houthis in Yemen have also used weaponized drones provided by Iran to attack a variety of military and civilian targets in
Saudi Arabia.10 These attacks are even more worrisome when delivered by swarms
of drones, which can approach a target from multiple directions and overwhelm
defenders. In 2018, an unidentified rebel group repeatedly used swarms of armed
drones, sometimes a dozen at a time, to attack Russia’s airbase at Khmeimim in
Syria.11 In September 2019, the Houthis in Yemen claimed credit for an attack
with almost twenty drones that knocked out the Abqaiq oil facility in Saudi
Arabia, the world’s largest oil refinery, although the attack is believed to have
been conducted by Iran.12
While the explosive payload of a UAV is much less than that of a car bomb,
weaponized drones have the advantage of being able to fly over physical barriers
to attack targets inside of secure compounds. A camera-equipped drone would
also allow the operator to aim at specific targets within a facility. These targets
could include nuclear power plants, spent fuel storage facilities, chemical production and storage plants, shipments of highly toxic industrial chemicals, or
high biocontainment laboratories. The locations of these targets are generally
well known, and their defenses are optimized for repelling traditional terrestrial
threats, not aerial assaults from above. Although such facilities are typically
equipped with redundant safety systems, the use of drone swarms that could simultaneously target multiple sensitive points at a facility poses an additional security
challenge.
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Finally, UAVs could one day be used to deliver a weapon of mass destruction.
Nuclear weapons will remain too large and heavy for delivery by the type of UAV
that a non-state actor could build or buy, but other types of CBRN weapons could
be delivered by drones. The small-payload, low-speed, and low-altitude flight
profile of UAVs make them well suited for delivering chemical and biological
agents against civilian targets.13 A crop-spraying drone designed for use in the
developing world can carry twenty liters of pesticides—or sarin.14 By comparison,
the Japanese cult Aum Shinrikyo killed eleven and injured more than 1,000 commuters when they released only six to seven liters of sarin in the Tokyo subway
system in March 1995.15 In April 2015, an
anti-nuclear activist used a drone to deliver a
uclear weapons
small quantity of slightly radioactive soil to
the roof of the Japanese Prime Minister’s
will remain too large
office.16 While this incident was ultimately a
but other CBRN
harmless political gesture, it highlighted the
weapons could be
diversity of payloads that drones can deliver
and demonstrated the vulnerability of governdelivered by drones.
ment buildings to attacks from above. The
advent of UAVs optimized for carrying cargo,
such as those being pioneered by Amazon and DHL, will create more opportunities
to turn commercially available devices into flying IEDs or CBRN delivery systems
with increased range and payload. At that point, a drone’s payload capacity will be
less of a limitation than the ingenuity of its users.

N

The Dark Web
The Dark Web is a restricted part of the internet that can only be accessed using
encryption software, such as Tor, that guarantees anonymity to its users. Tor is
used by a variety of non-state actors who wish to communicate securely over
the internet, including dissidents, whistleblowers, criminals, and terrorists. The
Dark Web also hosts numerous markets that offer a range of illegal goods for
sale including drugs, guns, and pornography.17 Most of these markets rely on
the digital currency Bitcoin, a peer-to-peer transaction system that does not rely
on central banks or the traditional financial system.18 Since all Bitcoin transactions are encrypted to provide anonymity to both the buyer and seller, this
digital currency poses special challenges for anti-money laundering, counterterrorism financing, and proliferation financing.19
The Dark Web provides terrorists interested in acquiring CBRN weapons with
a new pathway for obtaining dual-use equipment or materials. The threat of
CBRN terrorism has long been limited by the disconnect between those who
had the capability to develop such weapons and those motivated to acquire and
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use them. Traditionally, terrorist groups interested in acquiring CBRN weapons,
such as Aum Shinrikyo and al-Qaeda, have had difficulty recruiting competent
scientists with the right expertise and access to the requisite facilities and materials
to develop weapons capable of causing mass casualties.20 By enabling the global,
anonymous sale of CBRN-related materials, the Dark Web provides amateur chemists, do-it-yourself (DIY) biologists, and rogue scientists with a means of monetizing their skills without having to run the risks associated with working with an
organized criminal group as a middleman or finding their own customers.
Likewise, terrorist groups are no longer limited to recruiting scientists who share
their ideology—they can now outsource technical work they are not capable of
performing themselves to subject matter experts. Due to the global reach of the
Dark Web and the relative ease of shipping chemical, biological, and properly
packaged radiological materials without detection, prospective sellers and
would-be buyers are not constrained by geography, either.
The use of the Dark Web to acquire CBRN materials is not a hypothetical scenario. In 2013 and 2014, a Florida teenager prepared and sold the toxins abrin and
ricin (which is classified as a Schedule 1 chemical weapon under the Chemical
Weapons Convention) to customers around the world.21 Around the same
time, another amateur poison aficionado advertised “the production, testing,
and sale of biological toxins” on the Dark Web and found buyers for abrin and
cyanide in California and New York. Both of these purveyors of poison advertised
their wares on a Dark Web marketplace called Black Market Reloaded.22 While
these individuals are now behind bars and Black Market Reloaded has gone
offline, these cases illustrate the potential for the Dark Web to be exploited by terrorist groups seeking a shortcut to acquiring CBRN materials or weapons.

Malware
Cyberspace presents another CBRN-related threat: malware. There is a growing
risk that non-state actors could use malicious software, or malware, to launch a
cyberattack on a facility that produces or stores chemical, biological, radiological,
or nuclear materials.
These facilities are increasingly vulnerable to such attacks due to the widespread use of digital and automated industrial control systems and the connection
of such systems to computer networks and the internet. As of 2014, there were 2
million industrial control systems connected to the internet—a number that has
surely increased since then.23 In 2014, the Department of Homeland Security
was notified of 245 breaches of cybersecurity systems associated with critical infrastructure in the United States, 10 percent of which were part of the nuclear or
chemical industries.24 That same year, the industrial control system at a
German iron plant was compromised by an unknown perpetrator, resulting in
THE WASHINGTON QUARTERLY ▪ SUMMER 2020
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“massive damage” to the facility.25 TRITON, a new type of malware that was
specifically designed to compromise the safety systems used in large industrial
facilities, emerged in 2017.26 Several strains of ransomware, a type of malware
used to hold infected computer systems hostage until the hackers are paid, that
are specifically designed to target industrial control systems have been identified
over the last two years.27 The capability of non-state actors to use sophisticated
malware capable of conducting such attacks is growing, based in part on the
reverse-engineering of advanced cyberweapons developed by states that have
become public.28
Facilities containing chemical, biological, radiological, or nuclear materials
could be targeted by criminals looking to steal data in order to sell it to the
highest bidder or conduct a ransomware
attack, by hacktivists opposed to the nuclear
here have already
or chemical industries, or by terrorists seeking
to cause death or destruction. There have
been several
already been several incidents around the
incidents where
world where malware has infected nuclear
malware has
facilities intentionally or unintentionally.
Thankfully, none of these infections resulted
infected nuclear
in the release of radiation.29 There is a global
facilities.
lack of preparedness for this threat, however.
In 2018, the Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI)
found that one-third of countries with
weapons-usable nuclear materials or nuclear facilities lacked any of the basic cybersecurity regulations, while two-thirds of such countries do not have plans for
responding to a cyberattack on a nuclear facility.30

T

Synthetic Biology
Advances in biotechnology, most notably in synthetic biology, also offer new
capabilities that could be misused to cause harm. Synthetic biology is a broad
term that encompasses tools and capabilities designed to engineer biological
systems. One of the most important such capabilities is the ability to synthesize
DNA, which allows scientists to create customized genes and even entire viral
genomes from scratch.31 Synthetic biology has emerged as a cornerstone of the
growing bioeconomy and a vibrant, global DNA synthesis industry has emerged
to satisfy the needs of the biomedical research community as well as the biotech
and pharmaceutical industries. The market for goods and services related to synthetic biology is expected to reach US$15 billion by 2025.32
In 2015, a scientific advisory panel warned the World Health Organization
(WHO) that, based on existing technologies, the barriers to resurrecting the
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variola virus that causes smallpox, which had been eradicated from nature and
exists in only two secure repositories in the United States and Russia, had fallen
so low that the virus could be synthesized “by a skilled laboratory technician or
undergraduate students working with viruses in a relatively simple laboratory.”33
The advisory group described the deliberate release of synthesized smallpox virus
as a “nightmare scenario” for global health security.34
Two years after this dire warning, a Canadian scientist working for an American
biotech company and using DNA purchased from a German company brought the
world one major step closer to this future by synthesizing horsepox virus, an extinct
virus closely related to variola virus.35 As that scientist told the WHO, the synthesis of horsepox virus “was a stark demonstration that this could also be done
with variola virus.” Furthermore, “recreation of such viral genomes did not
require exceptional biochemical knowledge or skills, significant funds or significant time.”36 That same scientist and company subsequently synthesized vaccinia
virus, another virus closely related to variola virus, confirming that their technique
is generally applicable to this entire family of pox viruses.37
In 2018, the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine conducted a comprehensive review of the risks posed by emerging biotechnologies and
concluded that recreation of known pathogenic viruses was one of the greatest
such risks.38 According to a 2019 global survey of biosecurity practices, no
country requires the companies that sell synthetic DNA to prevent “questionable
parties” from acquiring materials. The think tank also found that less than 5
percent of countries regulate dual-use research, such as the use of techniques
that might also be used to synthesize dangerous viruses.39 A group of leading
DNA synthesis providers, the International Gene Synthesis Consortium
(IGSC), has agreed to common standards for screening customers and orders to
prevent misuse of their products.40 This consortium, however, comprises only
80 percent of the DNA synthesis market, leaving many companies operating
without biosecurity protocols.

3D Printing
3D printing, also called additive manufacturing, is used to build physical objects
layer-by-layer from scratch, in shapes and to standards that are impossible with traditional methods. The major ingredients are a digital build file that contains a 3D
blueprint of the object to be built, the raw materials needed to build the object,
and a 3D printer. While 3D printers sold for personal use can usually only print
in plastic, more advanced machines can print in metal, ceramics, and even biological tissue.
This technology is already being used in the nuclear and aerospace industries,
which is significant because both industries demand high-quality, high-strength
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parts.41 Compared to traditional methods, additive manufacturing takes less effort,
produces better products, can be done at a fraction of the cost, and requires much
less skill due to the automated process. The global additive manufacturing market
is expected to grow to over US$34 billion by 2024.42
3D printing could be misused to benefit violent non-state actors in several ways.
First, 3D printers create new opportunities for DIY proliferation: if a non-state
actor is unable to buy or steal a controlled item, they could make it themselves.43
It is already possible to 3D print drones, handguns, and microreactors that can synthesize chemicals.44 Second, it is possible for a group using open source software to
spread out across different countries to collaborate on a digital design file that any
one of them can then use to print the object.45 And once that digital design file
has been created, it can be shared easily and widely via email and the internet in
the same way that jihadist groups share ideological materials and bomb-making
recipes. Third, a state could covertly assist a terrorist group to acquire a CBRN
weapon or delivery system by providing them with a 3D printing capability and
the digital design files needed to build some of the key components required for
these weapons while not directly transferring any internationally controlled
materials or equipment to the group.
While the technology underlying additive manufacturing is advancing rapidly,
non-state actors are still a long way from being able to use a 3D printer to build a
CBRN weapon.46 Creating a digital design file of a controlled dual-use item
requires extensive knowledge of that item to begin with or a copy of the item
that can be scanned to create a digital build file. Advanced 3D printers can cost
upward of US$1 million, and operating and maintaining these high-end 3D printers requires some expertise. The most important parts of CBRN weapons, such as
fissile materials and pathogens, cannot yet be printed.

The Seven Deadly Traits of Emerging Technologies
These five emerging technologies share seven characteristics that present significant challenges to preventing their misuse.

Dual-Use
First, all of these technological advancements are dual-use: they can be used for
peaceful or harmful purposes, making it difficult to control who has access to
them and the knowledge and skills necessary to use (or misuse) them. For
example, drones developed for recreational purposes and to provide airborne
imagery have already been turned into flying IEDs by a few terrorist groups.
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Disruptive
Second, these versatile technologies are powerful enough to transform entire
industries and fields of science, which makes them highly sought after by individuals, groups, governments, and corporations. All of these technologies were developed initially in academia or the private sector, and their development is being
pursued aggressively due to their commercial potential. For example, it has been
estimated that products based on engineered biological systems accounted for
US$388 billion in revenue in 2017, representing 3 percent of US gross domestic
product.47 The growing bioecomony has been fueled by venture capital; in 2018,
synthetic biology companies had their most successful year of attracting private
investment, with a combined total of almost US$2 billion in funding across the
industry.48

Digital
Third, all of these technologies rely to some degree on
a digital component, which makes them much easier
to share and greatly complicates efforts to regulate
them. The build files for 3D printers, the worms and
viruses used as cyberweapons, and the genetic
sequences used to construct synthetic viruses are completely digital. Before authorities could close a website
that hosted the digital build file for a 3D-printed gun,
for example, the file was downloaded 100,000 times
in just two days.49 These files have subsequently
shown up on websites that cater to DIY 3D printing
enthusiasts as well as on the Dark Web.50

These technologies
rely on a digital
component,
complicating efforts
to regulate them.

Diffused
Fourth, thanks to globalization, these new technologies can now diffuse farther
and faster than ever before. The Cambridge, Massachusetts-based nonprofit
Addgene, for example, has distributed over 1 million plasmids used in genome
editing experiments to over 6,000 laboratories located in more than 100
countries.51 The purveyors of poison operating on the Dark Web mentioned
earlier were able to deliver toxins to customers in Austria, Canada, Denmark,
England, and India through the international mail system.52 The WannaCry ransomware program spread to so many computers so quickly—affecting over 100,000
organizations in more than 150 countries in less than a week in May 2017—by
exploiting unpatched vulnerabilities in the file-sharing protocols within and
between networks.53
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Decentralized
Fifth, the global distribution of scientific innovation and industrial capacity has
become decentralized: these capabilities are no longer concentrated in advanced
economies but are more widely distributed to a more diverse group of nations.
For example, the most popular drone models used by terrorist groups in the
Middle East are manufactured by the company DIJ based in Shenzhen, China.54
China’s strong investment in biotechnology has also enabled it to become a
major player in the field of genome editing.55 And developing countries are
closing the gap in scientific and technological innovation compared to highincome countries.56 For example, the International Genetically Engineered
Machine (iGEM) student competition in synthetic biology attracts a growing
number of high school and university teams from outside of North America and
Europe.57
Deskilled
Sixth, the level of expertise needed to successhese technologies
fully use these technologies has been reduced.
more accessible to
This process is called deskilling, which makes
these technologies more accessible to more
more people than
people than ever before. More advanced avioever before.
nics and intuitive flight controls make drones
easy to fly, for example, and the highly automated nature of 3D printing reduces the level of skill required to manufacture
advanced parts.

T

Do-It-Yourself
Finally, the convergence of many of these trends has led to the emergence of
transnational DIY movements comprising networks of amateur innovators
who use open source platforms to build virtual communities dedicated to the
development and application of new technologies. The DIY biology movement
boasts dozens of community labs and groups in North America, Latin America,
Europe, and Asia.58 DIY Drones, the world’s largest group of amateur drone
builders and operators, has over 80,000 members around the world.59 While
these groups are overwhelmingly dedicated to the responsible use of these emerging technologies, they tend to operate outside of traditional safety and security
regulations. The dynamic nature of these groups and their open membership policies make them difficult to self-police or for law enforcement or intelligence
agencies to monitor. These factors raise concerns that these groups might
become the unwitting source of knowledge, technology, or expertise that
could be used for malicious purposes.
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Cautions and Caveats
It is important to note that scientific advances and the emergence of new technologies are not the only, or even the most important, factors influencing the likelihood of terrorist groups acquiring and using CBRN weapons. Thankfully, the
number of terrorist groups motivated to acquire these weapons has been limited,
despite many that have the requisite technical and financial resources.60 The
vast majority of terrorist groups have been satisfied with conventional weapons
such as guns and bombs. The surprising rise of the Islamic State and their repeated
use of chemical weapons in Iraq and Syria, however, serve as a reminder that it
only takes one group with the intent and capability to acquire and use CBRN
weapons to pose a threat to international security.61
In addition, the ability of a terrorist group to convert CBRN-related material
into a weapon depends on intangible factors such as tacit knowledge (the unarticulated knowledge that can only be gained through hands-on, trial-and-error
experience or mentorship), the ability of the group to create and share such knowledge, and its ability to assemble and successfully manage interdisciplinary teams.62
Terrorist groups, especially those facing pressure from law enforcement and intelligence agencies, have had difficulties recruiting, retaining, and effectively utilizing
individuals with the right combination of scientific, technical, and organizational
skills to develop effective CBRN weapons.
Developing a CBRN weapon capable of causing mass casualties is also a very
complex process. A scientific breakthrough that makes developing or acquiring
one component of a weapon easier might not have any impact on the other
stages in the weaponization process. Thus, the impact of a single scientific breakthrough or a novel technology on the acquisition of a CBRN weapon should not
be exaggerated. For example, synthetic biology might make it easier for a non-state
actor to create a pathogen, but that technology does not help terrorists improve
their ability to disseminate the pathogen on a large scale.63
Likewise, it is important to assess the specific contributions that a particular
technology can make to a specific aspect of the CBRN threat in practice, not
just in theory. In the case of 3D printing, this manufacturing technology is not
appropriate for working with metals that are toxic or radioactive. While microreactors are well-suited to covertly producing small quantities of highly pure
chemicals, they are not well-suited to the production of most chemical warfare
agents and precursors due to excessive heat generated by their synthesis and by
the production of solid byproducts that would clog the microfluidic channels at
the heart of this technology.64
Finally, advances in science and technology represent not just threats, but also
opportunities to make it harder for terrorist groups to acquire CBRN weapons.
Unmanned aerial and ground vehicles can be used for border security, CBRN
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weapon detection, and bomb disposal. For example, the EU is sponsoring the
development of unmanned aerial and ground vehicles to investigate CBRN
crime scenes under the ROCSAFE project.65 Biometrics and radio frequency ID
chips can be used to improve physical security measures and inventory control
to prevent unauthorized access to CBRN materials. Advances in science and technology are also leading to improved sensors that can be used to detect the production, transportation, and use of CBRN weapons. The development of
dedicated laboratories and new techniques to analyze CBRN materials has also
contributed to impressive advances in nuclear, biological, and chemical forensics,
which are crucial for attribution.66

International Responses
Given the high degree of dual-use, diffusion, and decentralization associated with
these emerging technologies, preventing non-state actors from acquiring and using
them to cause harm will require international
cooperation. There are a number of measures
ne of the
that individual countries, the United Nations,
international
and international organizations dedicated to
preventing the proliferation of CBRN
community’s most
weapons, including the International Atomic
important tools is
Energy Agency (IAEA), the Organization for
UNSC Resolution
the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons
(OPCW), and the Implementation Support
1540.
Unit (ISU) of the Biological Weapons Convention (BWC), could take to more effectively
address this challenge.
One of the international community’s most important tools for preventing nonstate actors from acquiring CBRN weapons is Resolution 1540, approved by the
UN Security Council in 2004. Resolution 1540 requires member states to
strengthen border security, physical protection, domestic controls, and export controls to prevent non-state actors from acquiring these weapons and related
materials. The resolution also created a committee to oversee implementation
of the resolution and a group of experts to provide advice to the committee.67
In December 2016, the Security Council unanimously approved Resolution
2325, which renewed and extended 1540’s mandate and called upon states to
take into account the risks of non-state actors using “rapid advances in science,
technology and international commerce for proliferation purposes.”68 Resolution
2325 also added controlling access to intangible transfers of technology as a new
nonproliferation obligation for UN member-states. In order to achieve this

O
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objective, the 1540 Committee can organize workshops and training to help
countries integrate intangible technology transfers into their export control regulations and raise awareness among relevant stakeholders. This assistance will be
particularly important for states that are not members of the Nuclear Suppliers
Group (NSG), Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR), and Australia
Group—the multilateral export control regimes for nuclear, missile, or chemical
and biological weapons, respectively—as these regimes already contain such
requirements.
Resolution 2325 also recognized the need for the 1540 Committee to continue
drawing upon the relevant expertise from industry and the scientific and academic
communities. The Committee and Group of Experts could initiate an outreach
program to academics and scientists in key fields of emerging technologies to
complement the committee’s ongoing outreach to industry as part of the
Wiesbaden Process. This outreach would have the dual benefits of ensuring that
the committee has access to up-to-date information on these technologies and
educating scientists about the proliferation and terrorism challenges that the
committee is charged with addressing.
The United Nations could also bolster the resources available to the Security
Council’s Counterterrorism Committee and the UN Office of Counterterrorism
to support implementation of Resolution 2341, which calls upon member states
to strengthen critical infrastructure protection against terrorist threats.69 The sabotage of nuclear, biological, and chemical facilities using kinetic or cyber weapons
could potentially have consequences on par with the use of a weapon of mass
destruction. These UN counterterrorism bodies should coordinate their activities
in this sphere with those of the 1540 Committee and relevant international organizations that have the requisite expertise in managing chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear threats.
Interpol, in conjunction with the 1540 Committee, ISU, OPCW, and IAEA,
could also help countries establish national mechanisms for bringing together law
enforcement authorities and the scientific community. The purpose of such a
mechanism would be to create trusted channels of communication between
these communities so that if scientists see something suspicious, they know who
to contact. The US Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)’s WMD Coordinator
program, which assigns an agent in every FBI field office to serve as a liaison
with local universities and companies that have CBRN-related expertise or
materials, provides a useful model.70
There also need to be more systematic international reviews of science and
technology related to CBRN weapons. The OPCW’s Scientific Advisory Board
(SAB), which regularly and systematically reviews how advances in chemistry
and related fields impact the implementation of the treaty, could serve as a role
model.71 Despite breakthroughs in the life sciences and the global diffusion of
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biotechnology, there is no permanent mechanism under the BWC to review how
these developments affect the treaty. Instead, reviews of science and technology
are undertaken on an ad hoc basis by member states and scientific organizations.
While these reviews can be high-quality, they are conducted episodically, their
scope is limited and determined by national priorities, and discussion of the
results receive limited attention during meetings of states parties.72 While the
IAEA reviews developments in science and technology with regard to potential
applications for the agency’s safeguards mission, the agency does not conduct
regular or comprehensive reviews of how emerging technologies might create
threats or opportunities related to the security of nuclear materials and facilities.73
Finally, Interpol, the OPCW, IAEA, ISU, 1540 Committee, and other relevant
international organizations should seek opportunities to harness technology and
innovation to enforce Resolution 1540 and support the non-proliferation and disarmament missions of these organizations. Companies and governments are
already applying emerging technologies to enhancing export controls, the security
of CBRN materials, and forensics, but they may not be attuned to the special needs
and considerations of employing these technologies in an international context. In
addition, these international organizations typically do not have a research and
development budget that would enable them to fund projects that would
support their mission. For example, the OPCW has identified a number of technologies that would support its investigative and verification missions, but it
does not have the resources to sponsor or develop this technology itself.74
These international organizations would benefit from having dedicated funding
that would enable them to conduct or commission relevant research applicable
to preventing non-state actors from acquiring or using CBRN materials as
weapons.

The Dark Side of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
The Fourth Industrial Revolution has great potential to improve global prosperity
and quality of life. At the same time, the development of technologies driving
these profound changes in society and the economy needs to be safeguarded
against misuse. Diffusion and decentralization mean that these dual-use technologies are increasingly available on a global basis and therefore require international
cooperation to prevent their misuse. The international community needs to take a
more active approach to managing the challenge of encouraging innovation and
maximizing the benefits of new technologies while attempting to mitigate the
risks. A failure to address this challenge proactively will likely lead to unnecessary
or counterproductive responses if a non-state actor successfully leverages one of
these emerging technologies to conduct a mass casualty attack.
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